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Changelog ArtPro Version 20 (build 10009)

This is a non-exhaustive list of issues fixed in ArtPro 20.  
Note that if you have specific issues you would like to report, you can contact your local Esko support depart-
ment. 

What’s New ArtPro 20 and PackEdge 20 are using ArtPro+ 20 licenses to run. 
As a result, with a license for ArtPro+ 20 you can freely choose what editor to use:  
PackEdge Basic is allocating an ArtPro+ Essentials license.  
ArtPro Classic Basic is allocating an ArtPro+ Essentials license.  
Any of the major modules PowerTrapper, PowerLayout or PowerStepper will upgrade an Art-
Pro+ Essentials to ArtPro+ Advanced.  
When purchasing an additional seat of a classic editor (PackEdge or ArtPro), you will receive 
an ArtPro+ license that will allow you to run either of these three editors.  
For more information on version compatibility please visit following knowledge base article: 
KB289711377: Classic Editors version 20 - Upgrading ArtPro or PackEdge to version 20

CS01257709  
CS01272410 
CS01243654 
CS01228513 
CS01225741

Shortcuts: Fixes related to the use of certain shortcuts in a particular sequence, or shortcuts 
in general when keyboard layout is not set to US (qwerty)

CS01258647 
CS01255133
CS01243737 
CS01239307 
CS01222942 
CS01124597

Import PDF: fixes for import of vectorized text, of EPS and of certain pictures (resolution 
calculation) and PDFs with very specific font width issues. Warning added for certain glyph 
issues.

CS01245707 
CS01251678

Export PDF: 
- When exporting to PDF, the ‘add non printing layers’ option is now also honored for the 
placed PDFs inside the file. 
- A fix was done for the separation ink order of S&R files when exporting to Normalized PDF

CS01255139 Pictures: “Reload Pictures” will now also detect resolution changes that were applied to the 
external pictures

CS01222942 Screening:Screening no longer removed when replacing a one-up in an S&R 

CS01233326 Separations: Fix for ink book validation

CS01254755 
CS01249278

Step & Repeat Nested: Fix for unsupported type error. 
Step & Repeat Grid: fix for order of files.

CS01276811 
CS01271381 
CS01149290

Fixes related to performance and accuracy of actions on Layer palette (show, hide, select)

CS01285692
CS01233602 
CS01230832

Fixes for user interface issues, e.g. resolution upper toolbar, upper toolbar sometimes over-
lapping with certain dialogs 

CS01257266
CS01257704

Paths: fix for Optimize Path- optimizing certain objects with blend modes. 
Also a fix for Join Paths.

CS01223409 Launch Workflow: Export settings for page boxes in Normalized PDF honored now

CS01223932 Staggered Cut: Fix for Blank Area Outside Path
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CS01264694 Fix for macOS10.15: being able to add tags in the Save dialog again

CS01227142 Ink Coverage Report: fix for Japanese reports


